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I want to move and feel good

Try out as many movement types as possible, so that I exercise my entire body 
and start to feel better and even younger day after day. What I want is to wake 
up in the morning and feel fit, fresh and ready for anything.

I want to play and have fun

Have fun and, even if the levels are different, feel part of a team with a common 
objective. What I want is to enjoy getting fit, to interact with the people taking 
part and, whenever I join in, just feel really good about it.

I want to train and get stronger
Get totally fit, burn up those calories in so many different ways that I’ll never 
lose the desire to outperform and drive myself towards my goals. What I want 
is to work out so efficiently that I will stay in shape whatever happens.
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OMNIA™ is functional
for everyone

End Users
More motivation, greater commitment 

Group training offers greater variety than traditional 
strength training routines or cardio workouts. An 
environment, with equipment designed not to 
intimidate, will increase participation. Commitment 
comes naturally when the training experience is 
engaging and motivation grows if you can share your 
objectives within a group.
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Exercise Professionals
More variety, better inspiration 

Whether you are guiding a group or an individual 
client, you have to cater for varying aspirations 
and different physical ability levels. Countless 
movement patterns, multiple equipment settings 
and accessories provide exactly the variety you 
require to make every workout different and in line 
with your client objectives.

Operators
More secondary revenue and retention 

Bring a buzz to your facility by turning the gym 
floor into a functional arena where members will 
discover a new interactive workout concept based 
on innovative equipment, floor design and specific 
programs. Trainers will thrive on boosted client 
engagement and owners can cash in on secondary 
revenue sources as well as increased retention.
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OMNIA™ will boost 
your business potential

Variety of target groups. Multiple exercise options 
and training formats to meet all user abilities and needs.

Multiple configurations. A complete and integrated 
set of tools to create your own functional solutions.

A wealth of programs. A number of pre-set routines 
based on a scientifically elaborated training concept. 

OMNIA™ is the complete functional and ability training concept built to 
transform your business thanks to its broad appeal to facility members 
and as a way of attracting new business.
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OMNIA™ programs
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Designed by world class experts in close 
cooperation with the Technogym Scientific 
Research Department, all OMNIA programs 
adopt a progressive approach built upon a 
12-week timeframe and based on user needs 
and aspirations. This approach derives from 
Technogym Ability Training philosophy, that 
implements a structured progression through 
different ability levels.Greater functional efficiency 
is achieved because progression is no longer 
a linear concept, based on increasing loads or 
repetitions, but on multidimensional engagement 
of motion variables such as stability, movement 
complexity and full muscle chain involvement, 
done at the required ability level (controlled, 
balanced, advanced).

Unique training programs
and education

OMNIA™ MOVE programs are for people who 
want more energy in their daily life and want to feel 
fit and free to move in all circumstances.

OMNIA™ TRAIN programs are for people who 
want to burn calories, train like an athlete, tone up 
and enhance their physical performance.

OMNIA™ PLAY programs are for people who want 
to stay fit and stay motivated in a group context 
where they will achieve long-term results and 
benefit their lifestyle. 
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On-site education 
with Certified Master Trainers

At the time of installation, Technogym provides 
on-site schooling to explore the functional training 
solutions provided by OMNIA with insight into 
exercises and routines designed to increase 
interaction, build engagement and generate 
secondary revenue openings. Certified Technogym 
Master Trainers illustrate how exercises and 
progressions will engage customers, offering tips 
on how to help members achieve results, as well as 
special coaching tips on how to support members. 
Further educational sessions are available on 
request.

Inspiration from the PT community 
on WeKinesis.com

Wekinesis is a community site dedicated to 
functional training that unites individuals 
and trainers from around the world, an online 
platform where users are able to share content, 
gather inspiration and interact with people who 
share a similar passion for functional training. A 
community-driven platform, it provides insight into 
how OMNIA™ can be exploited through hundreds of 
exercises and examples that are easy to follow and 
reproduce in your facility.

Share your passion for functional training with the kinesis® community and find inspirational exercise 
videos and programs at: www.wekinesis.com  
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functional training prescribe

1 2

1. Trainers can choose 
from a vast selection 
of exercises

The Functional Training app is an extensive 
exercise library containing exercises for all 
functional activities including those devised for 
OMNIA. Trainers can exploit these resources as a 
source of unlimited inspiration.

2. Trainers can 
create and customise 
programs individually

Specifically conceived for trainers who want an 
intuitive way to create and customise training 
programs, the Prescribe app allows greater 
freedom and assignment opportunities to target 
individual end-users. All three basic OMNIA 
program categories are available and can be 
adapted according to user needs. Programs are 
updated on a quarterly basis as a chargeable 
feature.

Three simple steps to manage 
OMNIA™ workouts
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3. End-users can obtain 
immediate guidance and 
track performance

End-users can access online program guidance 
using NFC technology and via the QR code present 
on the frame itself.

By downloading the mywellness app, end-users can 
check their training programs, view single exercise 
videos online and keep track of their achievements.

Download the mywellness app 
from your store, free-of-charge.
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OMNIA™ target groups
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Multiple exercise options 
for different needs and targets

The huge advantage that OMNIA ensures for any facility is the unlimited appeal for all user levels and 
abilities. Functional training can be effectively tailored to cater for the majority of members and will also 
attract new revenue from people who especially want to have fun when they go to the gym.

In whatever context or environment, OMNIA will immediately adapt to training formats ranging from 
One on One to Small Group sessions, as well as Fast Classes, a way to improvise energy-building ice-
breakers. Due to an intuitive, clear set-up and thanks to online program guidance, end-users can also 
enjoy OMNIA without supervision.

Improve your posture and move correctly. OMNIA™ enables users to perform exercises involving 
entire kinetic chains and implement all principal movement patterns. Exercises can be adapted to all 
ability levels, can also be included in better aging programs and even be suitable for physiotherapy or 
rehabilitation.
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Multiple exercise options 
for different needs and targets

Get active and increase your energy levels. OMNIA™ brings people together in an active and interactive way. 
Engaging group sessions are ideal for motivating members to take part in club activities and achieve results 
more easily, having fun at the same time. 

Discover your athletic potential. OMNIA™ is the perfect opportunity for members to explore their true 
athletic potential. With its unlimited variety of functional exercise options and extensive scope in terms of 
ability levels, OMNIA™ is the ideal terrain for high-intensity interval training.
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OMNIA™ configurations
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OMNIA™ fits your space

Thanks to its modular design, OMNIA gives you the chance to create a really engaging functional space. 
We can advise you on a suitable business model and our Wellness Design Team will help you select 
from a range of layout options to suit your facility. OMNIA will help you maximise Small Group Training, 
Personal Training and Free Training to increase membership retention and secondary revenue.

OMNIA™ Functional Training Arena. Large area focused on functional activities, designed for Functional 
Group Training.

Visit www.technogym.com/omnia 
to watch 3D videos
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OMNIA™ Studio. Compact solution for Studios and Physiotherapy, maybe even as a small functional 
corner in a club.

OMNIA™ Functional Zone. Space-efficient solution ideal for dynamic interaction and Personal Training 
sessions.
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REGISTERED DESIGN

OMNIA8

OMNIA8 is the floor-fixed version 
which suits group training 
activities for up to eight users, 
but can also be used individually, 
with or without supervision. Its 
compact footprint makes it 
suitable even for smaller clubs.

Omni-pivot allows you to attach 
Pendulum, Dual Lift system, 
Closed Loop Elastics and Push-n-
Pull bag.

Generic hooks are height-
adjustable and used to connect 
to sleeved elastics

Omni-bar is a rubber-covered, 
vertically adjustable bar which 
can be set according to exercise 
difficulty, ideal for progressive 
training routines.

Length
Width (incl. floor fixtures)
Height
Weight
Operational space

2403 mm
1444 mm
2333 mm
260 kg
36 m2

95’’
57’’
92’’
573 lbs
387.5 sq ft
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REGISTERED DESIGN

OMNIA3

OMNIA3 is the compact floor and 
wall-mounted version, which can 
stand alone or be fitted into an 
existing functional training area 
alongside other equipment.

Straight pull-up bar 
Suitable for standard pull-up 
work.

Multi-angle pull-up bar Suitable 
for greater exercise variation.

Dual lift bar (OMNIA3 only)

Optimal solution for exercise 
variety with Dual lift attachment.

Length
Width (incl. floor fixtures)
Height
Weight
Operational space

1085 mm
1444 mm
2333/2580 mm
125 kg
10.7 m2

43’’
57’’
92/102’’
276 lbs
115.5 sq ft

(height 2333 mm) (height 2333 mm) (height 2580 mm)
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REGISTERED DESIGN

Innovative accessories,
endless potential

To complete the world’s most versatile functional training concept, a vast selection of tools and 
accessories is available to explore all areas of functional and ability training. Ranging from simple 
tools to more specific accessories, OMNIA™ will always find a way of appealing to all users and all 
exercise professionals. The intuitive set-up system makes it fast and simple to add and remove 
accessories. 

Storage. Keeps a clear line of sight and ensures safety for all 
facility members.

Plyoboxes. Large surface stackable jumping boxes available 
individually or as a set (h: 20, 40 & 60cm).

Push-n-Pull bag. Innovative push-bag featuring 2 handles for 
pulling.
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Set of J-hooks. Accommodates the barbell. Hooks can be 
locked and secured. Maximum load: 120kg.

Heavy rope ring. Allows connection of a heavy rope as well 
as third party accessories. 

Heavy rope. For rope swinging.
Sleeved elastics. A set of 3 pairs with different resistance 
levels.

Dual lift (set). Adjustable bodyweight training tool with the 
possibility to interchange the attachments.

Barbell and plates. Tools for weight bearing exercises.
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Waist belt. For locomotion exercises, attached to the sleeved 
elastics. 

Pivot pendulum. A progressive rotational training tool 
consisting of a pole and a weighted ball (5 & 10kg ball 
included).

Generic hook. Connects sleeved elastic to OMNIA™ frame.

Soft Loop. Comfortable grip attachment, 
easy on the wrist.

Lift band. Attachment allowing easy access for feet, legs and 
trunk, to be used with elastics and the Dual Lift.

Ankle strap. Allowing isolated lower body work.
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Long sports bar. A tool for asymmetric load, ideal for 
rotational and anti-rotational exercises. 2 rotation connection 
points. 

Closed loop elastic. A grab and go handle allowing any range of 
movement.

Sports bar. Bar with rotating top end designed for swinging 
and throwing movements.

Wooden ring. Advanced attachment ideal for pulling
and dipping.

Omni-pulley. For rotational bodyweight training and mobility 
work. Often used for rehab and physiotherapy.

Short handle. Classic handgrip. 
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REGISTERED DESIGN

Technogym provides a choice of seven different 
flooring layouts according to the equipment 
configuration purchased. These can be installed 
and serviced by Technogym or you can simply use 
the patterns as inspiration for your own personal 
layout in line with the space at your disposal.

All flooring layouts have puzzle-style connecting 
tabs; all tiles are 7mm thick and measure 90 x 
90cm. The bevelled edges are 10cm wide and 
reduce floor thickness from 7 to 2mm in order to 
prevent stumbling. All flooring can be installed on 
top of an existing floor as long as the existing floor 
is flat and smooth.

Footprint sizes include bevelled edges.

Length x Width = 2.9 x 2.9 m - Footprint 8.4 m2

1 user. Includes: Bodyweight and Arke.

ASSESSMENT  PATTERN - Code: A0000677

Length x Width = 5.6 x 6.5 m - Footprint 36.4 m2

Up to 8 users. Includes: OMNIA8.

OMNIA8⁸ PATTERN - Code: A0000675

Length x Width = 7.4 x 4.7 m - Footprint 34.8 m2

Up to 4 users. Includes: OMNIA3 and Kinesis One.

OMNIA3 - KINESIS ONE PATTERN - Code: A0000704

OMNIA™
flooring layouts
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Length x Width = 11.9 x 9.2 m - Footprint 110  m2

Up to 16 users. Includes: OMNIA™, Sprint Lane, 
Assessment and Kinesis.

Length x Width = 3.8 x 2.9 m - Footprint 10.3 m2

Up to 3 users. Includes: OMNIA3.
Length x Width = 2.0 x 3.8 m - Footprint 7.6 m2

1 user. Includes: Kinesis One.

Length x Width = 11.9 x 6.5 m - Footprint 77.4 m2

Up to 10 users. Includes: 3 OMNIA3, Sprint Lane.

OMNIA3 PATTERN - Code: A0000688KINESIS ONE PATTERN - Code: A0000678

3 OMNIA3 IN A ROW PATTERN - Code: A0000705 FULL AREA PATTERN - Code: A0000703
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DESCRIPTION CODE
COLOUR 
VERSION

ANTHRACITE

COLOUR 
VERSION
CARBON 

GREY

OMNIA8 

STARTER
PACK

OMNIA8 

GROUP
PACK

OMNIA3 

ACCESSORY 
PACK

OMNIA VERSIONS*

OMNIA8 - Multi angle and straight pull up bar MJ05E ANGZDCE BWGZDCE

OMNIA3 - Multi angle pull up bar MJ10E ANGZDCE BWGZDCE

OMNIA3 - Straight pull up bar MJ15E ANGZDCE BWGZDCE

OMNIA3 - Dual lift bar MJ20E ANGZDCE BWGZDCE

ACCESSORY PACKS

OMNIA Starter pack A0000714 ANGZDCE BWGZDCE •

OMNIA Group pack A0000715 ANGZDCE BWGZDCE •

OMNIA³ Accessory pack A0000716 ANGZDCE BWGZDCE •

Set of 3 Soft Plyoboxes A0000745 -

ACCESSORIES

Closed loop elastic A0000687 - 1 1

Pivot pendulum A0000673 - 1 1

Dual lift (no grips) A0000684 - 1 1

Soft loop A0000667 - 2 2

Lift band A0000666 - 1 1

J-hooks (set) A0000682 ANGZDCE BWGZDCE 1 1 1

Sleeved elastic tubing set (3x2) A0000663 - 1 1 1

Short handle A0000723 - 2 2 2

Ankle strap A0000725 - 2 2 2

Waist belt A0000724 - 1 1 1

Long sports bar A0000699 - 1 1

Heavy rope ring A0000690 - 1

Heavy rope A0000697 - 1

Wooden ring A0000665 - 2

Push-n-Pull bag A0000669 - 1

Omni-pulley (incl. rope and 2 carabineers) A0000685 - 1

Barbell 2000mm B010 - 1

Plates 1.25kg (set) FD01 - 1

Plates 2.5kg (set) FD02 - 1

Plates 5kg (set) FD05 - 1

Plates 10kg (set) FD10 - 1

Sports bar A0000517 -

Plyobox - 20cm A0000672 -

Plyobox - 40cm A0000671 -

Plyobox - 60cm A0000670 -

Generic hook - additional A0000719 -

Set of safety pins - additional A0000726 -

STORAGE OMNIA accessory holder A0000700 ANGZDCE BWGZDCE

FLOORING

OMNIA8 pattern                 A0000675 -

OMNIA3 pattern                A0000688 -

3 OMNIA3 in a row pattern A0000705 -

Assessment pattern               A0000677 -

Kinesis One pattern             A0000678 -

OMNIA3- Kinesis One pattern A0000704 -

Full Area pattern               A0000703 -

* OMNIA8 is supplied with 1 Omni-bar, 14 Omni-pivots and 2 generic hooks as standard. OMNIA3 is supplied with 1 Omni-bar, 7 Omni-pivots and 2 generic hooks as standard.
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ANTHRACITE FRAME

CARBON GREY FRAME
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OMNIATM

M O V E
TRAIN
P L A Y 

In order to help operators maximise visibility for functional training and encourage members to 
discover the benefits of OMNIA™, we have created an inspiring collection of visual merchandise to 
promote the concept and generate immediate interest in group training classes based on OMNIA™.

Marketing Support

Designed to introduce OMNIA™ to everybody who steps 
into your facility, providing the essential information 
which identifies OMNIA™ as the most innovative 
functional training concept on the market today.

Promotion Kit

• Web tools
• Promo cards
• Roll up banner
• T-shirt

Dedicated to people who want to add healthy 
movement to their daily routine by discovering the 
immediate benefits of functional training.

Move Kit

• Web tools
• Poster
• Domino poster

Maximum size at 72 dpi: 47” x 130” /120 x 330 cm.

Maximum size at 72 dpi: A0.
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Specially conceived for people who want to train 
and feel like athletes, gaining in performance with 
the efficiency of functional training.

Train Kit

• Web tools
• Poster
• Domino poster

Selected for people of all levels who enjoy 
interacting in a group environment as well as 
staying fit and having fun with functional training.

Play Kit

• Web tools
• Poster
• Domino poster

Download OMNIA communication tools and visuals in digital format from Marketing Support:
www.technogym.com/marketingsupport

For branded customisation, please contact your local Technogym representative.

Maximum size at 72 dpi: A0.

Maximum size at 72 dpi: A0.
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Your new Functional Arena 
by Technogym

Created by Technogym and perfected with each subsequent innovation, 
modern functional training enters a new dimension with OMNIA™. A concept 
which completes the most diverse ability training offering available, for 
facilities large and small, catering for all user categories.
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ITALY
TECHNOGYM SpA 
Via Calcinaro, 2861
47521 Cesena (FC)
Ph. +39 0547 56047
Fax +39 0547 650505
informazioni@technogym.com

UNITED KINGDOM
TECHNOGYM UK Ltd.
Two The Boulevard
Cain Road – Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1WP
Ph. +44 1344 300236
Fax +44 1344 300238
UK_info@technogym.com

GERMANY
TECHNOGYM Wellness & Biomedical 
GmbH
Im Geisbaum 10
63329 Egelsbach
Ph. +49 6103 201240
Fax +49 6103 2012410
info_d@technogym.com

NETHERLANDS
TECHNOGYM BENELUX B.V.
Essebaan 63
2908 LJ Capelle aan den IJssel
Ph. +31 (0) 10 422 32 22
Fax +31 (0) 10 422 25 68
info_blx@technogym.com 

BELGIUM AND LUXEMBOURG 

TECHNOGYM BELGIUM
Ikaros Business Park, gebouw 2A
Ikaroslaan 3
1930 Zaventem 
Ph. +32 (0) 2 709 05 50
Fax +32 (0) 2 721 36 99
info_blx@technogym.com

PORTUGAL
TECHNOGYM PORTUGAL,  U. L.D.A.
Tagus Park – Nucleo Central, 284
2740 – 122 Oeiras (Portugal)
Ph. +351 21 893 40 30
Fax +351 21 893 40 39
informacao@technogym.net

SPAIN
TECHNOGYM TRADING S.A.
Parc De Negocios Mas Blau
Ed. Avant 1 c/Selva, 12
08820 El Prat de Llobregat, Barcelona
Freephone: 900 89 88 99
Ph. +34 902 101 093
Fax +34 933 704 736
informacion@technogym.com

FRANCE
TECHNOGYM FRANCE SAS 
20, rue Rouget de Lisle
92130 Issy les Moulineaux
Ph. +33 (0)1 45 29 90 00
Fax +33 (0)1 45 29 90 05
info@technogym.fr

RUSSIA
TECHNOGYM Z.A.O. 
BC ‘Vereyskaya Plaza’
Vereyskaya Street, 29, Build.154, 
Office 42, 121357 Moscow
Ph. +7 495 933 38 34
Fax +7 495 933 38 34 ext. 106
info_ru@technogym.com

NORTH AMERICA
TECHNOGYM USA Corp.
700 US Highway 46 East,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07004
Ph. +1 206 6231488
Toll free: 800 8040952
Fax +1 206 6231898
info@technogymusa.com

BRAZIL
TECHNOGYM EQUIPAMENTOS 
DE GINÁSTICA E SOLUÇÃO PARA 
BEM-ESTAR LTDA.
Rua Jardim Botânico, 205, 
Jardim Botânico, Rio de Janeiro 
RJ, CEP 22.470-050
Ph. 0800 600 6070 / +55 21-3176-6070
comercial_br@technogym.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
TECHNOGYM EMIRATES LLC
Umm Harair building, shop 9
Za’ Abeel Road
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Ph. +971 4 3375337
Fax +971 4 3372660
infouae@technogym.com

JAPAN
TECHNOGYM JAPAN, Ltd.
Seafort Square Center Bldg. 18F
2-3-12 Higashi-shinagawa
Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 140-0002
Ph. +81 3 5495 7783
Fax +81 3 5495 7789
jp_info@technogym.com

CHINA 

TECHNOGYM (Shanghai) 
INTERNATIONAL TRADING Co., Ltd. 
4th Floor, No.1 Building
No.881 Wuding Road
Jing An District, Shanghai
200040, China
Ph. +86 21 5888 6355
Fax +86 21 5888 6950
sales_china@technogym.com 

HONG KONG

TECHNOGYM ASIA Ltd.
30/F, Unit 3008
25 Canton Road, The Gateway Tower 2 
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Ph. +852 31162622
Fax +852 31162625
info_hk@technogym.com

AUSTRALIA

TECHNOGYM AUSTRALIA PTY Ltd.
Building E, Suite E204
24-32 Lexington Drive 
Bella Vista NSW 2153
Ph. +61 (02) 8883 0172
Toll free: 1800 615 440
Fax +61 (02) 9672 6410 
info.au@technogym.com

OTHER COUNTRIES

TECHNOGYM SpA 
Via Calcinaro, 2861
47521 Cesena (FC), Italy
Ph. +39 0547 650111
Fax +39 0547 650591
info@technogym.com
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